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Ocean Pool Equipment Store

The Black Head Surf Club has been successful in
obtaining funding to renovate the public toilets and
showers near the ocean pool.

The first step in the project is to enlarge the Storeroom “bunker” that houses
the equipment used by volunteers to clean the pool. The added room will
allow the cleaning equipment presently in the toilet block to be housed in
the bunker. This will allow us to increase the number of toilets in the planned
amenities block.
The plan is simply to duplicate the present bunker in size and appearance,
adding another storeroom attached to the western wall (right side) of the
present bunker. This will be constructed using formed concrete, having
2 timber doors similar to the present bunker. Once completed its planned
to render and paint both storerooms in keeping with the Surf Club’s colour
design.
If anyone has any concerns or comments, please Email:
President@blackheadslsc.com.au
Dr Bruce White
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Previous DA proposals for the subject development site, included
Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) to provide open space recreation
suitable for organised sport. The failure of the proponent to offer this
arrangement flies in the face of community expectations. The scale of
the development without commensurate developer contributions such as
section 7.11 and VPA, impacts on sustainability of existing infrastructure
and does not provision for the increased infrastructure needs generated
by residents in the proposed development, nor offset by commensurate
rate revenue given that only one parcel of rateable land is involved.
A more appropriate residential subdivision of single dwellings, would,
by contrast be individually rated and with developer 7.11 contributions
providing a more acceptable community outcome.
The proponent has made it clear that the development will be marketed
as suitable for over 55s but in doing so, bye- passes the standards required
of an over 55's development (retirement accommodation) There is no
preclusion for a person under the age of 55 to occupy a Manufactured
Homes Estate development. The nature of the demographics of expected
occupancy, is characterised by caravans, boats or two cars, yet there is
inadequate provisioning for two car spaces or parking for caravans and
boats. Spill over parking will impact on amenity of existing residential
development.
The density of the development gives rise to social impact concerns.
Any social impact study needs to consider that the development is not
exclusively available to over 55s. This has not been addressed.
The lack of public transport from the location and its distance from local
shopping does not meet the standards required of Manufactured Home
Estate or over 55s retirement village accommodation.
The nature of the development is not compatible with the Tallwoods
Village development to date and as such has a negative impact on the
amenity of the existing residents in the vicinity.
Public consultation on the LEP for the whole Mid Coast Council LGA, has
identified preferred locations for MHE. If this development is approved,
it conflicts with the draft proposals and community expectations for land
use planning.

The development is not in the Public's best interest.

Alan Tickle, President
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Library Closed Until Further Notice

HALLIDAYS POINT BRANCH

As you are probably aware, all libraries were
instructed by the Government to close from 25
March due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Many
customers came in and stocked up on their
reading requirements. Our shelves were very
depleted by the time we closed!

The following submission was lodged with Mid Coast Council
in relation to Land & Environment Court proceedings in
relation to the Manufactured Home Estate development
application at 303 Black Head Road:
Support Refusal:
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Deadline for submission of articles and advertising is
the 15th day of the month
prior to the month of publication.
Advertising Rates can be viewed on our website:
www.hallidayspointnews.org

If you can’t watch at this time, don’t worry! You can access the storytime
session and craft at any time by going through our library website. www.
midcoastlibraries.com.au

School Holidays Activity Booklets.
Did you download
our amazing activity
booklets to keep the
children entertained
during the school
holidays? If not, you
can still access the
booklets at www.
midcoastlibraries.com.
au Definitely worth
checking out-

Your Library…still a great place to be connected too!!
Lots of Library services still available to you
Although we cannot provide a physical service to our loyal customers, there
is much to still access via our website and catalogue, including eBooks and
eAudio books, eMagazines and the Kanopy Film Club. Look under eServices
on our website home page. www.midcoastlibraries.com.au

Are the Staff on Holidays??
Staff (Di and Sue) can continue to work behind closed doors (keeping the
1.5m social distancing rule at all times). We are stocktaking, cleaning shelves,
tidying and assessing suitability of stock, and doing a bit of administrative
work. Look forward to a fresh library when we re-open.

After Hours Return Chute Working
The chute has been given a great workout during the time the library has been
closed. Many people are returning their books as they finish reading them.
We appreciate this. It means that when we do re-open there will be heaps
of items to choose from again. All items returned through the chute go into
“Quarantine” before being put back on the shelves. So if you are checking
your record on-line and notice items still on your card a few days after you
have returned them, don’t panic!

Preschool Storytime
This children’s program is now running online while the library is closed.
Thursdays at 10.30am Each week we offer a mini storytime and downloadable
craft.

ANZAC DAY
MEMORIAL
ONLINE
There will be a special section on the
News of Our World website devoted to
the replay of our local virtual
Anzac Dawn Service.
Video and Audio Recordings
of Remembrance may be accessed from
Sunday 26th April at:

www.hallidayspointnews.org
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Flu Vaccination
More Important
Then Ever

With the 2020 flu season not far away,
all Australians —and especially those
in vulnerable groups or age brackets—
should arrange vaccination against seasonal influenza during the month of
April.
Federal Member for Lyne, Dr David Gillespie urged Australians to speak to
their GP, pharmacist or aged care provider to arrange a flu vaccination over
the coming weeks.
“Whilst flu vaccination does not prevent against COVID-19, a flu vaccination
is critical to protecting the general health of Australians from influenza
and preventing an unnecessary burden on our hospitals of seasonal flu,” Dr
Gillespie said.
“The Australian Government has invested more than $80 million to provide
more free vaccines under the National Immunisation Program in 2020 than
ever before, including an enhanced vaccination for people aged 65 years and
over.”
In total over 13.5 million doses of seasonal influenza vaccines have been
secured, this includes over 4 million doses of Fluad Quad® for those aged 65
years and older.”
The National Immunisation Program provides free vaccines to those most at
risk, including:
• Pregnant women at any stage of pregnancy.
• All Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people aged six months and
older.
• People aged 65 years and older.
• People aged six months and older with certain medical risk factors; and
• For the first time, all children aged between six months and five years.
Receiving a vaccination from April provides optimal protection in the peak
period of influenza circulation, usually from June to September in most parts
of Australia.
This year it is even more important to be vigilant about the flu because of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
While there is not yet a vaccine or effective treatment for COVID-19,
vaccination provides an effective defense against the flu.
Vaccinating against the flu will reduce the risk of a very dangerous double-up
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of flu and coronavirus—both diseases affecting the respiratory system.
Vaccinated people of all ages are less likely to get the flu and if they do, are less
likely to have a severe case. Fewer cases and fewer severe cases of flu will result
in less demand on our health care system.
The actions that we take to slow the spread of COVID-19 can also stop the
spread of influenza and other viruses. Every one of us has a responsibility to
contribute to this effort by:
• Practising good hygiene
• Practising social distancing
• Following the Government’s directions on public gatherings and
workplaces, and
• Understanding how and when to self-isolate.
More information on the flu is available at https://www.health.gov.au/healthtopics/immunisation/immunisation-services/flu-influenza-immunisationservice.
Keep up to date with the latest information on the COVID-19 pandemic and
the Government’s response at www.health.gov.au.

Toilet Paper
Hoarding Leads
to Sewer Chokes

COVID-19 is impacting communities
everywhere in unexpected ways, with
MidCoast Council reporting an estimated
50% increase in blockages of sewers due to an increase in the use of so-called
flushable wipes.
“In our region, there’s been a substantial increase in the use of wipes instead of
toilet paper, as people turn to alternative products when the shelves are bare,”
said Council’s Director of Infrastructure and Engineering Services, Rob Scott.
Council is urging people to stop stockpiling toilet paper – so everyone can go
back to using toilet paper that’s safe to flush.
“It’s resulted in a big increase in blockages across our sewer system, with our
crews having to hoist the pump out of the ground from depths of up to 10
metres, and then remove the ‘chokes’ manually. Apart from being a disgusting
job, it’s expensive and time consuming.
“Despite these wipes being advertised as ‘flushable’, there are no wipes that are
suitable for flushing down the toilet.
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“This image shows a blockage of one of our
sewer pumps, because of wipes being flushed
down the toilet. A blockage can effectively
shut down the movement of sewage through
the system and is a serious problem.
“Normal maintenance includes our staff
checking sewer pumps about once a fortnight
– which normally only requires a hose-off of
domestic fat residue. But recently, we’ve been
deploying staff every second day to some
pump locations to remove blockages due to
people flushing wipes.”
Unlike toilet paper, wipes do not disintegrate in water. They stay pretty much
intact as they travel through the sewer pipes and can get caught on other
debris. This increases the likelihood of a blockage in the sewer pipes which
can cause costly damage to pumps or lead to sewer overflows – which have the
potential to impact on the environment.
The best advice is to throw away any cleaning/disinfecting wipes, moist
towelettes, personal hygiene products, baby wipes and any other type of wipe
you may use in the garbage, never in your toilet.
Clogged sewer lines are ugly and expensive to fix. Binning disposable wipes
is an easy way to protect our sewer system, our environment and prevent
unnecessary trouble.
However, by binning the products, you are contributing to landfill waste –
and that also is not good for our environment – and contributes to the NSW
Government’s Waste Levy that ratepayers pay on all landfill waste.
It would really be better if everyone on the MidCoast could avoid new socalled flushable wipe products.
“To do that, we need everyone to stop stockpiling toilet paper – there is no
shortage in production – so let the shelves fill up again so everyone can use
toilet paper,” added Mr Scott.
Follow the three P’s rule - the only things that are OK to flush are pee, poo and
toilet paper.
For more information, visit www.midcoast.nsw.gov.au/wipesstoppipes.

Gallery Goes Online

As with many local businesses that have reinvented themselves to get through
the COVID-19 pandemic, the team at Manning Regional Art Gallery is taking
their exhibitions and more online.
Gallery director Rachel Piercy is working with the team behind the scenes to
create new resources and projects for everyone to enjoy while in isolation.
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“We are using our social media platforms, as well as the website to make
sure everyone is aware of what we’re doing, and so that everyone can join in,”
Rachel said.
The Gallery’s website continues to evolve, collating and collecting information
and resources both internally and externally.
The first of their interactive Gallery offerings appeared earlier in April on the
Manning Regional Art Gallery Facebook page, with a virtual tour of the Doug
Moran Art Prize Exhibition.
“Although nothing quite beats seeing these incredible pieces in real life, this is
one way people can get a creative, cultural fix while they’re at home,” Rachel
added.
The after school programs that had been available via the Gallery and the
Manning Entertainment Centre will also be delivered online after the holidays,
with staff working with tutors and artists to create content and build new
programs that will be available to launch in term two.
“These are extremely challenging times but I’m really proud of our team and so
many others across our region who are working hard to innovate in ways that
will support the community moving forward,” Rachel said.
“Having a creative outlet is important at any time, but it will be a valuable
escape during self-isolation.”
To stay up to date with Manning Regional Art Gallery’s programs and resources
visit the website www.manningregionalartgallery.com.au or follow them on
Facebook facebook.com/manningregionalartgallery

Take a virtual tour of the Gallery with Assistant Art Gallery
Director, Jane Hosking:

Part 1 - Doug Moran National Portrait Prize 2019 exhibition:
https://youtu.be/XCz55n_GiwY
Part 2 - Ruth Downs “Barely Wearable” exhibition:
https://youtu.be/kuzf8kHCwlY
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Art in the Area
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DIY ART

What’s happening in our local art world: not much. With galleries
closed and exhibitions cancelled there’s nothing to see! So now’s
the time for your inner artist to emerge. Those long-suppressed
thoughts about picking up a brush and challenging yourself to
create something unique can now be realised. Under the guise of
keeping your sanity in home isolation this is the perfect time to
cut loose and surprise yourself.
Where to begin? Youtube, Netflix and a multitude of other sites have every artform, media and
artist for you to explore. And your bookshelf probably has at least one art book with images of
great paintings, paintings you can use for inspiration. And what about those great shots from
your holidays, sunsets, boats at the wharf, the beautiful wildflowers.
Your enthusiasm now needs some help to display itself. This is where you dip your toe in the
water so to speak and add Art materials’ to your FoodWorks Black Head shopping list.

There is a full isle of art materials just waiting for you to select your canvas or paper, brushes or
pencils, paints or inks. For less than $40 you will have everything you need to start your artistic
adventure.
Who cares if your first attempt isn’t up to scratch? Now’s the time to do the second one, and
the next. Every time you take up the challenge, you will improve. More importantly, you are
keeping your mind active and discovering more about yourself.
A couple of sites for you to explore are: Artguide.com.au and Artsmidnorthcoast.com
Fred Bullen

The World of Photography

What is it that makes photography special? Or more to the point what is it about
the photographer that makes them stand out against a great range of people
seeking to take that special photograph.
Simple answer. Really good photographers make powerful images that live on, images that
make you stop and think and that appeal to your emotional values. They may shock you, or
engender a sense of wonder, make you laugh, inspire you or make you sad. But the shot you’re
observing will be memorable.
Allow me to name some truly great photographers, who over their lifetime, changed how we see
the world. These, and many many more, were inspirational recorders of historic events, or how
the world was at that point, or the human footprint; that is, the amazing structures that remain
long after the builders have gone and look even more commanding in the right lighting.
If you aspire to making striking and worthwhile photographs, you should look at the work of
some of these people: Edward Weston, Henri Cartier Bresson, Ansel Adams, Margaret BourkeWhite, Alfred Stieglitz, Cecil Beaton, Annie Leibovitz, Alfred Eisenstaedt, Diane Azbus, Irving
Penn, Anne Geddes – there’s a long list of impressive people, both men and women, who took
the camera to the next level – from a opto-mechanical device to the pathway to powerful
expressions of how they saw the world. They didn’t follow any “rules” – they intuitively seized
on a special moment and knew their equipment so well, they didn’t have to spend much time
on settings.
But that is not to say that all famous photographs were made
on the spur of the moment. Ansel Adams for example, one
of the world’s finest landscape photographers would patiently
wait for days until the lighting and conditions were just right.
He is long gone, but his valuable photographs live on and are
worth a lot of money. I was fortunate enough to visit his gallery
and studio in California some years back; great experience.
A lot of photographers concentrate on making ‘colourful’
pictures and while these may get an instant response like a
sugar hit, they don’t usually have the staying power of a strong
image which reflects the real world– like holding up a mirror
to what is there but seeing it in a different way. Of course that
is not to say that colour can’t be powerful. It absolutely can.
Study the black and white portrait of the Buddhist monk
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This picture was made in a remote area of China and I sought permission to make the portrait,
explaining through an interpreter that it would not be a simple tourist snapshot. In many
countries you need to be careful about peoples’ sensitivities to the countless cameras they have
pointed at them.
Of course black and white has its own special values and is a medium that many people aspire
to. Apart from the subject, lighting is everything. Of course I am not suggesting that everything
you do should be a masterpiece; sometimes we just want to make a quick record of an event, but
even then, your distinctive style should show through, even in your ‘snapshots’.
Enjoy your picture making.
Alan Small, Taree Camera House

Money Matters

The Coronavirus Pandemic, the economy
and investment perspectives

I recently read a very well written piece from Dr Shane
Oliver, Chief Economist from AMP Capital Management.
So upfront, I will be referencing Dr Oliver and I am giving
him credit for much of the discussion points that I am about to share with
readers.
For an economy to suddenly have double the unemployment, increasing parttime work, businesses in hibernation, the result will be negative economic
growth.
According to Dr Oliver, roughly 25% of the economy is being severely
impacted and covers discretionary retailing, tourism, accommodation, cafés,
restaurants, bars, property and various personal services. There is likely to
be a flow on effect to other parts of the economy such as construction and
financial services. Only about 20% of the economy such as healthcare, public
administration and communications, will really get an economic boost by the
current situation.
Dr Oliver went on to say that while it’s not possible to be precise, assuming
25% percent of the economy contracts by 50% with some offsets from other
sectors, a 12.5% detraction in economic activity is the June quarter is likely.
This is the biggest hit to the economy since the great depression. The secondary
effects of this is that even when business return to operation, the additional
debt, deferred rent etc. could see businesses go bust anyway. Studies from
NAB & Westpac are on similar themes and results, but with variances in the
numbers and assumptions.

Government Support:

What is absolutely necessary, is the universal support from governments
worldwide to stimulate and support their economies. The stimulus tranches
for Australia totals around $200b or 10% of GDP which is nearly double that
of the GFC stimulus. The Government via the RBA have also supported banks
by releasing capital to them at .25%pa over 3 years, which enables the banks to
fund loan deferrals without stressing credit, which in-turn supports business
and landlords to stay viable.
The 10% kick to GDP while not staving off recession, is a massive shot in the
arm. The Government via the RBA have also supported banks by releasing
capital to them at .25%pa over 3 years, which enables the banks to fund
loan deferrals without stressing credit, which in-turn supports business and
landlords to stay viable.

Can Australia Afford this and How is it Funded?

To put this in perspective, compared to Australia’s forecast net public debt of
nearly 20%, the Eurozone 70%, USA, 80%, & at 160%, Japan has been operating
on a deficit for decades. Some modern economic theory of effectively printing
money to stimulate an economy, is supported by Japan’s policies. The RBA,
has now joined the Bank of Japan, Fed ( USA) and ECB ( Eurozone) in “
Quantitative easing” which is effectively printing money, to buy government
bonds in the secondary market ( e.g. from fund managers) which helps keep
interest rates down as well as supporting the government.

By Keeping Rates Down, the Funding of the Deficit
is Manageable.

According to Dr Oliver, those major world economies have been doing QE
for years without a rise in inflation. My own observation is that bond fund
managers, now have increased cash in their portfolio’s as well as an increased
relative exposure to government securities, no doubt due to the RBA activities
in that secondary market.

How High will Unemployment Go?

Dr Oliver suggests that Australia’s unemployment is likely to be contained
below 10% due to the Government’s wage subsidy scheme which is far
better than many other countries. My view is that for once, both sides of
the Parliament need our applause because they have not engaged in much
politicking, but instead got on with the job with a swift passage through the
parliament and agreement on what is needed.
The practicalities around job-keeper where $1500 per fortnight to employers
who have suffered a 30% or more drop in turnover, may not have been thought
through however in my opinion. For many businesses, there is a lag where the
30% required reduction in turn-over, may not be registered in their financial
position until after May. It is my view, that the Government may do well to
consider this with further windows for business to apply for this assistance
to keep staff on their wages rather than forced on job-keeper allowance.
However, the hardest hit, such as restaurants and those directly or indirectly
impacted by tourism, are likely benefit immediately according to Dr Oliver.

When Will Share Markets Recover?

I have often described the share market as the barometer or predictor of
future profitability. If the market of buyers and sellers of shares have a view,
that dividends or profit will be lower, then prices fall but if there is a pickup
in activity, a positive future or a stronger position than first forecast, then a
rise in share prices reflect that view. This may simply take a discovery, or an
announcement of positive news followed by definite restoration of normal
activity, then a lift in share markets will follow.
Experience over 30 years in the business of providing advice, suggest to me
that the choice between cash or fixed interest given almost zero returns verses
the need to stomach market swings that rewards investment in long term in
assets that provide increasing income and capital, ought to be easy, but human
resilience and the psychology that is attached to decision making, is as much
a barrier when it comes to investing, than the factors that affect investment
outcomes.
Now is a time for investor resilience but also a recognition of opportunity.
Alan Tickle
The information contained in this article is of a general nature only,
and no reliance is to be applied to this in investment or other decisions
without first seeking individual advice from a licensed adviser.
Alan Tickle (309339) & Your Heritage Financial Planning (330480)
are authorised representatives of
Alliance Wealth AFSL 449221 ABN 493161647
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Hallidays Point
Garden Club

All Garden Club activities and meetings have been suspended for the duration of the restrictions.
Many members are taking advantage of the glorious weather to work miracles in their gardens.
The nurseries locally are doing a roaring trade with people confined to barracks and deciding
to smarten up gardens. This is great for the nursery businesses as they really suffered during the
months and years of drought. Below is an extract from the President’s Piece written by Graham
Saunders for the recent Garden Club Newsletter.

Welcome to Autumn!

Hopefully, some more stable weather and milder temperatures. The garden is looking decidedly
healthy after surviving the drought and flooding rains of February/March. My nemesis,
Richardia (riccardia), survived the drought and, after the rains, has flourished. The rain washed
its seeds downhill, so we now have new infestations to fight. The ride-on mower also continues
to spread the sticky black seeds around our property. I can see why the Mid Coast Council has
made no attempt to control it. I’ve resorted to pulling it up where new patches have come up.
However, just the act of pulling it up can release the seeds back into the soil. In desperation, I’ve
used glyphosate on some patches where aesthetics doesn’t matter and triple-strength Bindie
on the other patches. Normal strength Bindie knocks it back for a couple of weeks but then it
bounces back.
Last month I commented on how our Golden Rain Tree (cassia fistula) was at its best in twenty
years. Well, thanks to the heavier than normal rainfall in northern Australia, billions of Lemon
Migrant Butterflies have migrated south and for the last week of February the air was thick with
fornicating butterflies. They have one tree in mind when they lay their billions of eggs. The cassia
fistula! Our two Golden Shower trees were covered in millions of eggs which hatched within
days and the resultant caterpillars began chomping their way through the tender young leaves
and flowers. Life wasn’t meant to be easy! If the Lemon Migrant Butterfly can’t find enough
cassia fistula, any cassia will do. There are reports of the Geisha Girl (Duranta) getting their
attention. Fortunately, Lyn’s Geisha Girls were spared but it looks like the hibiscus has caught
their eye.
It’s times like these that you appreciate a garden. Fourteen days self-isolation after our New
Zealand trip has certainly restricted social contact. For those of us out of warranty (three score
and ten), self-isolation will be the norm for the next month or so.
Thank you, President Graham, for your President’s Piece.
For Garden Club enquiries, please contact Secretary Annie Mayne on 6559 2570 or on
annietheaussie@bigpond.com

COASTCARE

A Great Time to Clear Out Noxious Weeds
From Our Gardens.

Some years ago households at Hallidays Point received a valuable
resource concerning local weeds, called " Garden Escapees and
Other Weeds of Bushland and Reserves". If you have it, please
check to see if any of these weeds are in your garden.
After the recent rains, seeds lying in wait have germinated, and are growing rapidly. We can put
some of the enforced extra time at home many of us now have getting rid of these weeds and
getting fresh air and exercise at the same time!
Here are a couple of weeds that are very invasive in our local reserves that would be great to get
rid of if you find them in your garden:
1. Senna Pendula (yellow flowering cassia)
2. Asparagus Aethiopicus (ground asparagus or asparagus fern).
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Cancer
Never Stops

Can Assist Manning Valley is now
operating remotely to ensure that clients
receive Financial Support during this
unprecedented time. With the added stress of the increased cost of living, the
drought, the bushfires/floods and now COVID-19 affecting local communities
applicant numbers are increasing and so is the financial burden on clients.
CAMV has supported approximately 450 families in the 7.5 years since
inception. It is a community based, not-for-profit charity which offers
financial assistance for anyone living in the Manning Valley/Great Lakes/
Gloucester region who has a current diagnosis of cancer and who has
received conventional cancer treatment in the last 12 months. CAMV makes
contributions towards utility bills (electricity, water, gas, phone, rent or
council rates), travel expenses (fuel vouchers) to assist with the cost of travel
to and from treatments, the cost of groceries (food vouchers) and vehicle
maintenance (car registration, insurance or repairs). Contributions towards
covering the gap after Medicare and Health Fund claims on medical costs
(cancer related medication, hospital or scan fees for Medicare approved
treatments, hiring of medical equipment) can also be made.
The committee is a dedicated team of volunteers who are based in Taree and
appreciate that cancer in regional areas is costly. Cancer patients can pay up to
five times more to access treatment than patients living in metropolitan areas.
CAMV takes pride in the fact that all fundraising proceeds stay in the region.
There are no administration fees.
Unfortunately the Mother’s Day High Tea for this year had to be cancelled
due to COVID-19 restrictions but you can check out Facebook later in the
year for upcoming events. Facebook: Can Assist Manning Valley Branch @
CanAssistManningValleyBranch If you would like to contact Can Assist
Manning Valley for assistance you can use one of the following:
Phone: 0428 593 973 Email: CanAssistManningValley@outlook.com
Post: PO Box 1016, Taree NSW 2430

Hallidays Point Senior
Citizens Assoc.

It was unfortunate the outing to Yeo White Sheep Farm
at Bulahdelah planned for April could not take place
however, we will reschedule this trip when things are back
to normal.

Our committee and coordinators are looking forward to a time when all our
activities are up and running again. We trust everyone is coping with social
distancing and isolation where necessary. Keep safe and well. Our thoughts
are with members currently not in the best of health.
If anyone needs a helping hand, reassuring phone call or just a chat please
don’t hesitate to let Peta know on 0409 884 445 or email petajanepower@
gmail.com
Although we are quiet at the moment, we’re always looking for new
members, so if you’re new to the area or have thought you would like to
attend something new like Tai Chi, art or poetry writing, come along and
meet some new friends.
Gail Phair

Hallidays Point
Probus News

There is one thing that proves the adage that every cloud has a silver lining:
we COULD have had a drought, bushfires, water restrictions, floods and
Covid-19 SIMULTANEOUSLY. However, at Probus we have felt the irony of
the fact that the Club’s purpose of fun, friendship and fellowship has been
challenged by the need for ‘social distancing’. Important events have been
postponed, but we still have those events to look forward to:
• our Open Day (free sumptuous morning tea for visitors, and our local
fire captain Ron Smith on his experience of the past year)
• the great debate ‘That men gossip more than women’ (postponed from
November because of bushfires!)
• Wendy Birrell from NSW Roads and Maritime on what seniors need to
know about driving (Wendy returns by popular demand to add to her
important information delivered in 2019)
• our trip to Billabong Zoo and other events which will be planned by our
Activities Officers, Marilyn Ewin and Marilyn Wilson
• a talent quest which will rival ‘The Masked Singer’
• our post-meeting lunches.
In the meantime, we are keeping in touch through our monthly Bulletins,
and other means which do not contravene government guidelines. Further,
our Vice President Jack McDonald has invited members to submit a poem
conveying their reactions to the current crisis of Covid-19 (or CCC). Jack will
adjudicate and the best effort will receive a yet-to-be-determined prize, just to
add to the excitement.
We are very much looking forward to the first Tuesday of whichever month
is deemed safe for us to gather as normal.
For more information, please contact President Pat Marshall on 0427 864 763
or pjmarshall@bigpond.com or
Sec. Norm Maberly-Smith on 0490 858 581 or nmaberlysmith@activ8.net.au

Luxur y Homes from $360,000.
At this price, no other retirement village comes close.

Senna Pendula

Asparagus Aethiopicus

If these weeds are too hard to remove by hand, check the Council website www.midcoast.nsw.
gov.au for other control options - just put "weeds" in the search box and scroll down. There is
information on a few other invasive weeds here too.
If you require more information, please get in touch.
Helen Pursch, Coastcare Volunteer - Ph: 6559 3365

CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

PERFECT.
BEACH.
IDYLLIC.
SHOPS.
FORSTER.

25m heated indoor pool & 5 star Recreation Centre.
Black Head beach is 7 minutes walk away.
The homes are all space, style & sheer luxury.
Shopping centre & café just across the road.
The services & amenities of Forster & Tuncurry are just 20 -25 minutes away.

Call Janine on 0439 485 940 for a tour
at 90 High St, Hallidays Point NSW 2430.
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T h e L i on s C lub of Ha l li d ays Point
President’s Message

With the restrictions being placed on us and others
during the Covid-19 pandemic, it has been a good
time to reflect on what Lions do and how we can
adjust what we do to meet the needs of the community
during this ‘social isolation’ time. Over the past 12
months we have tried to consolidate our strong ties
President
to the local community by supporting individuals
Noel
McManus
and families that need a helping hand. At the same
time we sought to support our local businesses, groups and organisations to
the best of our ability and within the resources available to us. We want to
continue to put into action the Lion’s motto “We serve”.
So if you need, or you know of someone else in our community that needs a
helping hand, please let us know. We are able to pick up and deliver groceries
and other items for people unable to do so – e.g the elderly, or those in strict
social isolation, and those medically unfit to do so. We can also phone on a
regular basis to check on how people are coping. Please let us know if we can
assist you or anyone else in the community at this time. We may not be in a
position to always be able to satisfy your request but we will do our very best.
Phone any of the following Lions members for assistance.:
Noel 0458 904 149, Ray 0438 396 049, Vaughn 0409 593 268,
Virginia 0404 493 007, Rose 0450 275 197, Reg 0402 047 040.

Op Shop Temporary Closure

The shop is closed at the moment due to restrictions
imposed by health, government officials and our
Club. Virginia Stewart and a band of volunteers have
been busy giving the shop, the shelves and products a
thorough clean. The carpets have been steamed cleaned
ready for re-opening whenever this is possible. Virginia
is currently working on a way where we can safely pick
up donated items as many community members are
taking the opportunity to clean various cupboards,
rooms and yards at home.
Even with the uncertainty of Covid-19 pandemic and
effect on the operation of the Op Shop we intend to
be open for business as soon as practicable. Even with
declining funds we are determined to keep providing
a service to the local Hallidays Point community. Our
Lions Club is a “registered charitable fundraiser” and
all our profits are distributed for worthy humanitarian
purposes including medical research such as Kids
Cancer Research; or to assist worthy local sporting,
cultural, educational and senior organisations and/or registered charities
such as Black Head Surf Life Saving Club, Diamond Beach Rural Fire Service,
Rainbow Flat Rural Fire Service, Riding for the Disabled and so forth.
In addition, we provide an excellent service to needy families who have
become unemployed and/or those dealing with local disasters such as
drought and bushfires which recently devastated our local area. It has become
a place where community members will receive a sympathetic ear from one
of our volunteers. Further, and most importantly, the shop minimises our
community’s environmental impact by recycling a wide range of clothing,
goods and chattels that would otherwise been destined for landfill.
The shop is entirely manned by volunteers and with the shop closed we receive
no income to distribute to worthy causes and no money to pay the rent. At
this stage it appears we will not receive any government compensation as we
do not employ people. We have contacted our local Federal member to see
what can be done to assist us.
On reflection, we have assisted many worthy causes. This can only happen
with the support of a very generous community. Thank you to all within the
local community, and the many visitors, for supporting the Hallidays Point
Lions Club Op Shop. Your support is valued and much appreciated – and we
hope that it will continue when we re-open.

An Update of Activities

Hallidays Point Lions Op Shop –
Collection Point for Worthy Causes.

The Hallidays Point Lions Club Op Shop has provided a collection and
distribution point for the local community to assist in times of local disaster.
During the recent bushfires the Op Shop collected clothing and other donated
goods, including food and cash, that was distributed to local families who
were impacted by or lost everything in the fires. In addition we were able to
collect and distribute cash and food for our local firefighters at this incredibly
busy time. From the sale of goods through the Op Shop, the Club was able to
buy good quality masks for the volunteers at our two local Rural Fire Service
stations, Diamond Beach and Rainbow Flat, at a considerable total cost of
nearly $3000, and make a donation to Disaster Relief (with the Club donating
$5000). Up to the recent closure we were still collecting money for bush-fire
victims including the Koalas in Care (over $1000). It is worthy to note that
prior to our Bushfire appeal we had been collecting funds for Drought Relief
for many years.
In addition, the Op Shop has provided a collection point for Kids Cancer
Research ever since it opened its doors. The money collected over time has
amounted to many thousands of dollars for this worthy cause. The box for
donated spectacles as part of the Lions Recycle for Sight program has also
been very successful.

Lions Recycle for Sight Australia Inc.
Collection Box Provided in Op Shop.

This International Programme of the Lions Clubs
in Australia last year received 600,000 pair of used
spectacles (thanks to the many Lions Clubs around
the country who collect spectacles like Hallidays
Point Op Shop). Lions Australia forwarded 380,000
refurbished spectacles to over 20 locations in the third world, enabling an
additional 380,000 adults and children in the third world to now see as well
as Australians. The aim as always is to maximise the number of families in the
third world who can experience the same level of sight as available to Lions
families in Australia.

Collection Jar Provided In Op Shop

The Board of Trustees of the Australian Lions Childhood Cancer Research
Foundation has suspended both major fundraisers: Lions Biggest BBQ has
been suspended until the National situation improves and restrictions have
been lifted. As you can imagine, the cash flow in the coming months collected
for research could be dramatically reduced as a result of lack of Club activity.
At this point the foundation is able to meet its financial commitments to
ALCCRF Fellowship. Unfortunately, even though the world focus is on Covid
19 at present, Australian Mums and Dads are still being told every day the 4
words that no parent ever wants to hear – “Your child has Cancer”

New Lions Club

There is a new Lions Club being formed called the Wallamba River and Online
Lions Club. The District Governor Bill Shepherd has requested support from
the surrounding Clubs including ours to assist with its formation. Immediate
past president Sue Newton has done an incredible amount of work in the
formation of the new club which will cover areas such as Krambach, Nabiac,
Firefly, Dyers Crossing, Coolongolook, Wang Wauk, Minimbah etc. Sue will
be the inaugural president and David O’Hara the secretary. The Club should
be fully operational by June 30.

Community Partners

We have partnered with a few organisations that serve
our local area.
In partnership with Great Lakes Education Fund
(GLEF) we have sponsored 2 local students who
previously attended Great Lakes College (Tuncurry
Campus) and Alesco Senior College (Tuncurry) as
they embarked on university studies. We are pleased
to continue to support Matthew in his Engineering Studies at Newcastle
University; and Bryony at Charles Sturt University studying nursing.

Bryony’s long term career plan is to work in the health
sector. She hopes to have the opportunity to enhance her
career at a later date so that in addition to nursing, she
would be able to specialise in midwifery.
“My ultimate long term goal is to become a manager of
the maternity ward at a hospital in the New South Wales
region. I feel passionately that this is an achievable way for
me to make a small, yet vital contribution to improving the health care of the
local community,” she tells us.
“I enjoy working with the elderly and it seems likely that there will be a
vast increase in the elderly population over the next few years. Demands
for healthcare workers will grow as the elderly population increases and in
particular, there will be greater demand for nurses in our local area,” says
Bryony.
“I have always been interested in working in the healthcare sector and I
would like to choose a career that is challenging and rewarding. I believe that
working as a Registered Nurse would provide me with exciting opportunities
to make a significant contribution to the health and wellbeing of the local
community.”
Bryony undertook work experience placements at various health locations
including Mid North Coast Diagnostic Imaging (observing and recording),
GLACIA House Nursing Home (working with carers looking after elderly
residents) and a GP Practice (receptionist/admin assistant/data entry clerk
and cleaner).
“I also enjoy kayaking and fishing with my friends. Now that I have passed my
driving test, I am able to take our kayaks and fishing gear to the local lakes.
“I play my piano most days and entertain myself and my friends. I also enjoy
other hobbies such as horse riding, gardening, pottery and cooking.”
When asked what might make it hard for her to achieve her goals, Bryony
stated, “I will need to secure sufficient financial support to pay the required
university costs. I will also need enough money to buy the necessary text
books, stationery and work uniforms. I will also have to cover my own living
and transport expenses (from Port Macquarie to the university on a daily
basis).”
Bryony’s familly suffered heavy losses as a result of the November fires in the
local area.
“My parents are unable to provide sufficient financial support to enable all of
their children to go to university. I know they will try to provide as much help
as they are able, however, this scholarship will certainly help me to further my
education and progress along the career path that I have chosen.”
Mathhew is enrolling in his second year of university

into the Bachelor of Civil Engineering/Bachelor of
Surveying at Newcastle in 2020.
“My first year of university went well I believe. I have come
to realise that it is near impossible to keep the triangle of
study, sleep and social life - one is always compromised!”
he laughs.
“I’m really enjoying my course. In my first semester I took a class called
ENG1500. This class is aimed towards giving first year university students a
real taste of what working in the workforce as an engineer in your respective
discipline is like. I loved this subject with the marks I achieved displaying so

- a High Distinction.
“I have actually liked all my degree so far. I also enjoyed a surveying class in
Semester 1 and it reinforced an earlier idea that I would like surveying also.
As a result, I have now commenced a double degree by adding the Bachelor
of Surveying to Civil Engineering,” says Matthew.
“My results have been pretty good for the year - One High Distinction, three
Distinctions and four Credits. One of the Distinctions was only one mark
shy of a HD - oh well. There’s always room for improvement though, and I’m
eager to give my second year a red hot crack.
“I have recently bought a gym membership for the university gym and this
has helped me escape uni work when it all gets too overwhelming I realise
this is something I should have done at the beginning of the year,” Matthew
tells us.
“As I have decided to stay on campus next year, the main use of the GLEF
grant will be towards rent. It also helps with unexpected sudden uni costs
throughout the year. My scholarship that I received for 2019 did cover these
things a lot and it was very reassuring that to know you had the scholarship to
back you up in these situations,” concludes Matthew.
The Lions Club is proud to sponsor these 2 needy students (one of which
lost everything in the recent bushfires) as they embark on tertiary studies
as well as assisting 2 other students participate in Youth Exchange overseas.
More recently, we were able to assist a disabled child with mobility issues (in
partnership with Nabiac Neighbourhood Centre).

Arrangements for Club During COVID-19.

During the Covid-19 crisis, we are implementing a few alternate measures
at Club level. Board meetings will continue to be conducted as scheduled
via Zoom (all members can connect with phone or computer and/or via
speaker phone on phone). There will be no social dinners (except with their
lovely partner and/or family) at this stage. The Club’s Secretary Ray Piper
will continue to send out relevant information and correspondence received
to keep members informed. There will be regular or irregular additional
information sent to members as required e.g. The President’s Baton which
will be additional to the President’s Report to monthly Board meetings and
the President’s Message/Lions pages in the News of Our World (NoOW). It
is most likely that the Changeover will be done via Zoom meeting on the
scheduled date and time Tuesday 23 June at 7pm. Committee reports will
continue at each Board meeting if there is something to report. Members
have been asked to check on each other via phone on a regular basis to see
how everyone is coping with restricted social activity. The new Board takes
over on 1 July 2020. At this stage the News of Our World will continue to be
printed and distributed but obviously with less content and advertising.

Other Events Impacted by Covid-19

Fundraising Event. The Club was asked to provide a BBQ and drinks on 31
May 2020 at a special Nabiac auction (machinery, bikes, cars, car bits etc) as a
major Club fundraiser. This will probably now be re-scheduled to September.
Rockin’ Through the Ages. It’s a pity that this show scheduled at the Manning
Entertainment Centre was cancelled as our Lions Club had 29 attending
with dinner beforehand. This is an example of one of the social activities we
participate in as members of the local Lions Club - it’s not all about barbecues
and fundraising (although clearly these are some of our core activities).
Noel McManus, President

Our Op Shop is
Temporarily Closed

We are taking this opportunity to organise
and carry out some maintenance and cleaning. We will also be restocking the
shelves ready for the cooler weather with warmer clothing etc. and will be
reopening as soon as is possible. If anyone is in need of our help or has items
for collection, not clothing, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Virginia Stewart, Shop Manager - 0404 493 007
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Fishing News

Thank goodness the authorities changed their minds for
it seems fishing was to be banned, access to beaches was
not permitted for any activity and boat ramps were to
be closed. It was a confusing mess with misinformation
rife. At last sanity prevailed and the status quo returned
with some qualifications. To make the fight against COVID-19 effective the
main ingredient required is common sense – limit the number on your boat,
space yourselves on the beach, riverbanks, wharves and so on.
The fish have begun to space themselves too for the great flush of bream and
whiting, following the heavy rain, have thinned out and it requires more leg
work going from one likely spot to another to have any success.
Tailor have been very scarce in our area. Further
south towards the end of 7 Mile Beach things are
a little better. Tim McNamara, an avid local tailor
fisherman mostly using metal lures off the rocks
and beaches, had his frustrations rewarded. Using
a lure he landed a 3 to 4 kg. snapper (pictured)
an occurrence I have never heard of before, “I got
such a shock when it hit, it nearly pulled me off the
rocks”, said Tim.
Although the seas have been huge at times there is
plenty of bird activity about with terns and mutton
birds catching small bait fish while at the same time gannets have appeared
and they love the larger garfish. So too do the bigger pelagic like Spanish and
spotty mackerel, kingfish and the tuna varieties, and these are appearing out
wide.

Different species of fish come and go at specific times of the year such as
whiting and flathead which are now petering off. Others move into the region
to replace them and become the new targets. The mullet will start to “run”,
luderick will move into the estuaries, bream will abound, and garfish can
be caught off the rocks so there are plenty of opportunities if you have the
knowhow.
I’m still hearing great reports of creditable snapper being boated offshore
particularly north around Dennis Shoals off Old Bar and Snapper Rock.
The professional fishing industry has been devastated as a result of the
virus. With restaurants and eateries closed, the market for fish, oysters and
crustaceans has been hugely impacted and the consequences will be significant.
There is even a question whether the mullet hauling will commence as it will
not be viable as most of most of the product is exported to Asia together with
most of the other seafood. Obviously, it will make for cheaper prices over the
counter for the likes of you and me.
Our nephew, David and son, Josh are professional
fishermen who frequent the area near the continental
shelf around 35 plus kilometres out to sea. Part of their
commercial catch is shark of particular species and size
so that many are released. The photo is of an unfortunate
black tipped bronze whaler shark of over 3 metres which
was attacked by at least two other larger sharks before it
could be released. Every shark has a signature bite pattern
which identifies it and this specimen, as with all others
released, are photographed for the marine authorities. A
vicious world down there.
Good Fishing, Trevor.

Diamond Beach Rural Fire Brigade,

During these frustrating times when we need to stay at home because of the corona virus it gives people time on their hands to make
sure their homes are in good shape and prepared for the next fire season.
In a bush fire many houses are destroyed through ember attack, when burning twigs and leaves carried by the wind land on or around
the house. Even houses away from the direct path of the fire can be affected. Look for the places embers could start fires -on the roof,
under the floor and around windows and doors- and take action to prevent them. Look at these photos to help you and remind you of what you need to do.
Take care and Stay safe.
Leo Fransen phone 0428 222 065 Deputy Captain, Diamond Beach Community Engagement Officer.
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keep flammable items at least one metre from a heater,
check that flues and chimneys are clear of soot and other obstructions,
place a sturdy fireguard around any open fire,
check electrical cords, double adaptors, power boards and extension
leads for signs of fraying or other damage,
9. clean your clothes dryer's lint filter and stove top range hood regularly,
10. consider placing a small fire extinguisher and fire blanket in your
kitchen and learn how to use them.

Fire Safety Activities for Children
In the current situation with most of us self-isolating and with school
attendance reduced, now is a great time to share some fire safety activities
with your family members. All Australian state fire services, whether urban
or rural, have sections on their web sites devoted to fire education specifically
directed to children.
Options include down loadable and printable colouring in sheets and puzzles
such as mazes, code cracking, word searches and problem solving as well
as sheets on how to protect your home and family and what to do in an
emergency. Different activities are available for different age groups. There are
also activities concentrating on the use of the 000 emergency number.
The series “Li'l Larikkins” has a few easy to understand, animated cartoon
stories about bushfire safety and natural hazards including floods, storms,
tsunami and cyclones with plenty of age appropriate activities with which to
follow up. The series can be accessed via YouTube or any of the fire services.
You might also consider taking this time to prepare a fire escape plan to use
in the event of a house fire – children can be involved in the planning and
producing maps/signage plus of course practising the plan. Likewise, you can
make good educational games out of “Get down low and go, go, go” and “Stop,
drop, cover and roll”.
For further information, please visit www.rfs.nsw.gov.au or contact
Robyn King, Rainbow Flat Brigade Community Engagement Officer
on 6559 2041 or 0490 013 182.

FAWNA

The widespread growth of grass has allowed our wallabies and
kangaroos to begin moving back to their normal areas, and
combined with the restriction on travel due to Corvid-19,
there should be fewer injuries and/or fatalities to the wildlife on the roads in
our area. However, here are a few tips to follow if you do come across one in
your travels.
Remember your safety and that of other members of the public is of paramount
importance so do not attempt any rescue unless it is safe to do so. There could

be danger from oncoming traffic or from the animal itself if it is still alive.
If you are able to do it safely, move the animal well away from the road and
check the pouch for any young. Phone FAWNA’s hotline as soon as possible.
If you cannot get a joey off the teat, leave it attached, and take both mother and
young so the joey can be separated later. If you do take a joey from the pouch,
provide it with warmth, and if you have to keep it for a short time, ensure
you keep it in a warm, quiet place away from children and other animals. It is
preferable that you wrap it in something warm then place it in a pillow slip or
bag which can be hung from a chair or other suitable item.
Do not give food or water unless asked to do so by the duty officer or carer as
this could be detrimental to the animal – even diluted milk can cause severe
diarrhoea and possible death.
Please record the distance from where the ‘Roo’ or Wallaby was found to an
easily identified place so you can give the exact location to the duty officer on
FAWNA’s hotline if you cannot handle the animal, or to the Veterinary staff
if you can transport the animal to a Veterinary Clinic. This will ensure the
animal is relocated near its own territory when it has been rehabilitated and
make it easier for a FAWNA carer to find the animal if s/he has to go directly
to the site. There have been a few times where a carer has not been able to
pinpoint the location and has had to make many ‘passes’ along the road in an
effort to find it. This is not really enjoyable especially if it is at night, and on
the highway. Some people have been good enough to wait by the animal until
the FAWNA rescuer arrives.
Pictured right: One of the many wallabies rescued by
FAWNA.
Thank you to all the people who have either rescued
joeys from these situations or notified FAWNA of their
whereabouts.

For all wildlife in distress call the FAWNA
hotline on 6581 4141 – 24/7

Feeling Privileged
to be so Close
to the Wonders of Nature

I Came across this splendid creature while
walking along our bush track from the beach.
He slowly walked across the track and then
carefully edged up the tree.
Peta Power

02 6554 1450

“Your Local Active Agents”

Don Gordon on 0490 790 371 & don@nabiacre.com
Cameron Steele on 0412 609 890 & sales@nabiacre.com
Graham Russell on 0434 630 010 & graham@nabiacre.com

Rainbow Flat Rural
Fire Brigade

Ten Top Tips for Winter Fire Safety

During the challenges posed by the coronavirus we need
to remember the more routine activities and precautions. This includes home
fire safety for us and our families, especially as more of us are housebound and
likely to be so for many weeks, if not months.

Winter is the most dangerous time of year for house fires with children and
the elderly most at risk. Most house fires start in the kitchen.
Here are our top ten tips to keep your family safer this winter:
1. check and clean your smoke alarms, changing batteries if necessary,
2. keep keys close to any dead bolted doors or windows to ensure quick
and easy egress,
3. teach children when and how to call 000 and how to “get down low and
go, go, go”,
4. develop and practise an escape plan, and display it prominently,

 Private and tranquil homestead on 40 Acres
 3 bedrooms, built in robes, r/cycle air-con
Open plan kitchen & living, combustion fireplace
3 door American barn, SLUG, 2 x carports
Fenced paddocks, large dam, creek, ideal for horses
5 mins to Nabiac, 30 mins to Taree or Forster

RURAL

COOLONGOLOOK
$620,000
Rural Hideaway on 15 Acres

POSSUM BRUSH
$550,000
Investment & Growth Opportunity

FIREFLY
$549,000
Private & Peaceful on 40 Acres

Clarendon Retreat Managers Cottage, 5 Acres
 Front reception, office, outdoor covered front area
 Separate living area, 2 b/r’s, BIR, ensuite
 Modern kitchen, slate flooring, spacious lounge
 Covered rear pergola, fenced house yard
 Current managers on long term lease with options

RESIDENTIAL

Shop 2 Village Green, Nabiac Street, Nabiac 2312

AUCTION








2 b/r’s, fully renovated, off tar sealed road access.
Modern Kitchen, polished floors, vaulted ceilings
Open plan lounge & dining, combustion fireplace
Large front & side covered verandahs, BBQ area
Large DLUG, workshop, 1 dam, fruit trees
From P/Hwy Coolongolook,6.89 kms on Willina rd.

RENTALS
www.nabiacrealestate.com
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Cane Toad Workshop &
Spotlighting Session

A frog and cane toad workshop held by Hunter Local Land Services at Taree
Library on 28 February was followed the next evening by a spotlighting
session in Black Head Flora Reserve.
Around 20 people took part. Local ecologist Mat
Bell was a mine of information, giving details
of previous cane toad sightings, including one
at Red Head this year. Cane toads are a serious
introduced invasive pest that can devastate our
native wildlife and ecosystems. However, 80% of
suspected sightings end up being native frogs,
so it is important to check.
Cane Toad - Very Bad!
During the very successful spotlighting evening,
very competently led by Rye Gollan from LLS, a
number of mammal species were observed. Of
particular interest was the vulnerable squirrel
glider, which hadn't previously been sighted in
Black Head since 2000, as well as ringtail and
brush tail possums.
Squirrel Glider, - Very Good The native frogs spotted and heard on the night
included the striped marsh frog, the dainty tree frog, and the common eastern
froglet.
No cane toads were spotted! Occasionally one does appear in NSW, probably
after hitching a ride south on a truck, possibly in plant matter.
If you think you have seen a cane toad:
1. Don't harm it - it might actually be a native frog.
2. Wear protective clothing such as disposable gloves, long sleeves and eye
protection before touching it.
3. Watch out for poison. When stressed, cane toads can ooze and squirt
poison from glands behind the head.
4. If you can do so safely, keep it in a well ventilated container with a little
water in a cool location while the species is determined.
5. Report it. Take a photo, record the location, and report on the "report
an unusual animal form" at www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity/sighting
Helen Pursch

TOFS

A Message from
the TOFS President

Please note that due to current Coronavirus (COVID-19) and guidelines issued
by both State and Federal Governments, TOFS Management Committee wish
to advise;
Effective immediately, all TOFS TOURS are suspended until further notice.
The Tour Coordinators will keep in touch with all members through
periodic emails with plans currently being formulated to maintain member’s
enthusiasm during this challenging time.
“Let’s be positive guys and make a genuine effort to keep our TOFS camaraderie
well and truly alive. May I suggest that member’s endeavour to keep in contact
with each other, either by phone and /or email.” Thank you for your patience
and understanding.
Terry O’Hara, TOFS President
Cheers, John Mead, TOFS MC Liaison Officer
Phone: 0417 007 456 - Email: johnmead2430@gmail.com
TOFS website: https://sites.google.com/site/touringoldfartsinc/

His Eye
is on the Sparrow

Overseas I met an elderly lady who had been a
missionary for most of her life. She told me how she loved to tell people
about the “fifth sparrow” and went on to explain.
On one occasion Jesus said, “are not two sparrows sold for one penny,
and not one of them falls to the ground without your Father knowing
about it”

Hallidays Point
Public School

It has indeed been a very challenging and different
start to the 2020 school year. The overwhelming majority of our students
are now learning at home with the support of our amazing teachers. Even
teachers who are at home themselves are still doing their bit to ensure the
continuity of each and every student’s education. I want to again thank all of
our essential workers within this wonderful community. From our nurses,
doctors, radiographers and pharmacists, our police, supermarket workers
and all the people who have ensured that our community stays safe and
continues to operate as normally as possible. THANK YOU. I also want to
acknowledge the huge effort our families are putting in when they have made
the sometimes difficult decision to keep their children at home. Your sacrifice
and effort is undoubtedly helping to slow the spread of this awful virus. The
life you save could be a member of our school community and I want to thank
each and every one of you. As a school community we will get through this
together.
Peter Johnson, Principal - Hallidays Point Public School
Every year the captains of Hallidays Point Public School speak at the local
ANZAC Day service. This will be the first year that they are not given this
opportunity. However, the limitations made us think outside the box, and
the idea was put forward that the captains pre record their messages. The
captains and vice captains were asked “what does ANZAC Day mean to your
generation?” and their audio responses can be found online at http://www.
hallidayspointnews.org/

Kiddies Hut

The sudden introduction of social-distancing measures
in the wake of Covid-19 took many by surprise. In
many households, parents have suddenly become home
schooling teachers! This was certainly not something most
had planned for 2020. For many they are also now juggling
work or study from home at the same time.
Life has changed dramatically and it’s normal for everyone in the family to be
feeling anxious and stressed. It’s also natural to try and protect our children
from all the discussions about Covid-19 but according to psychologists
avoiding a problem can actually make kids worry more and stops them
developing coping strategies. We need to give our children empathy about
their feelings but also use positive self-talk. Using calming techniques such as
yoga, meditation and deep-breathing are great things to do with your children
which can also be very valuable for you too. There are some great ones online
for you to use, including YouTube Kid. Creative activities such as drawing,
colouring, music, painting and cooking help children (& adults) forget about
their concerns for a while and also have loads of therapeutic benefits.
Above I mentioned YouTube Kids…have you tried it? This app is just for kids
and is a much safer online experience than YouTube. The parental controls are
stricter and more customisable, and your children can each have their own
profile with the preferences that fit your child: pre-schooler, younger children
or older children 8+. No matter what device/gaming console your child is
using you should always ensure your settings are at the highest for privacy
to ensure inappropriate content can't be accessed, and online predators can’t
be contacting your child or accessing their details and images. There are a
couple of great places to find more information regarding cyber safety: the
eSafey Commissioners website (www.esafety.gov.au) Family Zone Cyber
Safety Facebook site, and Susan Mclean-Cyber Safety Expert (Facebook or
www.cybersafetysolutions.com.au). And as much as we all try to limit screen
time, it is difficult at the moment with restrictions on leaving the house to
do much more than a walk with the kids. There are some awesome online
sites doing great things to expand children’s learning such as zoos, museums,

Talking to a later group He said, “are not five sparrows sold for two
pennies, and not one of them is forgotten by God.”
“You see”, said the lady, “if you buy four sparrows, the fifth sparrow is
thrown in for nothing, but even this free sparrow is cared for by our
heavenly Father”.
We live in a world where many people identify with that fifth sparrow;
they feel that they are worth nothing, and no-one cares what happens
to them. The hymn writer reminds us, “His eye is on the sparrow, and

I know He cares for me!”

The Rev
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aquariums, and even NASA!! We will keep sharing these to our Kiddies Hut Facebook page for
your reference.
Finally, for those worrying about all the missed pre-school or schooling for your young children
please just remember that young children learn best through play and hands -on learning, which
I’m sure you are all doing throughout your days. Counting/numbers, colours/shapes, writing/
spelling, can all be experienced as we cook, build, draw, paint, garden and mould. Continue to
read to/with your children every day also as this continues to broaden their vocabulary and
speech, which aids education in the older years, as well as build inquisitive minds. I know it’s
hard to not get caught up in buying “workbooks” because they emphasise their ‘educational
focus’ but these don’t provide the hands-on elements that children’s brains require in this early
stage of development.
We hope that our community can remain safe and healthy throughout the coming months! At
this stage we remain operational and are only a phone call away for any parents/carers who may
require support or advise. We’re all in this together!
Natalie Wilson, Director, Kiddies Hut at Diamond Beach.
Early Childhood Teaching Degree

Black Head SLSC

The Black Head SLSC Nipper Club Championships were
held on Sunday March 8th in some tough conditions. The
weather held off, but we had some of the biggest swells we
have seen all season. This made it tough for our competitors.
What was really noticeable was the sportsmanship between
competitors. Some races were down to the wire which had spectators cheering and yelling with
great enthusiasm.
Nippers participated in Beach Sprints, Flags, Boards, Surf Race and Ironperson. Congratulations
to all who competed especially our champions:
10s
Male
Connor Wait
8s
Female
Ella McDonald
Miley Cox
8s
Male
Jordy Greenaway 11s
12s
Lucy Pearce
9s
Female
Grace Earnshaw
13s
Leiana Glover
9s
Male
Carter Cox
10s
Female
Ashleigh Pegrum
The Club Presentation was held on Sunday 22nd March and our Nippers were presented with
Certificates from Surf Life Saving NSW, Black Head SLSC shirts, medals for the events, Age
Champion trophies and Age Managers’ awards. This season the Age Managers wanted to
recognise those nippers who embody what being a nipper, club person and surf life saving is all
about. These kids came week after week with smiles on their faces, giving it all. Congratulations
to our Age Manager Trophy winners:
6s
7s
8s
9s

Amelia Clements
Tully Kippax
Ava Williams
Peter Clements

10s
11s
12s
13s

Alannah Hawkins-Munro
Nicholas Watt
Chilali Baggins-Cupitt
Tayla Wait

With 140 Nippers this season, it would have been impossible to run without the assistance of
our volunteers. We are fortunate to have a great team of Age Managers who put in week after
week to ensure our Nippers get the best out of the season. Thank you to our Age Managers and
Volunteers – you are ROCKSTARS!
Well done, Black Head SLSC Nippers – best season ever. See you all back later in the year.
Photos from our Nipper Championships are still able to be purchased for $5 through
www.candcphotography.com.au
Tania McKone
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Blackhead
Tennis Club

Good News and Bad News
Firstly some GOOD NEWS;
BLACKHEAD TENNIS CLUB AWARDED
$99,787 FOR THE UPGRADE OF COURTS

For our Members, this is wonderful news. This significant funding will allow
remediation of the courts’ sub-surface prior to applying new synthetic grass
to courts 1 and 2 and giving new life to our club and community.
The Board sincerely wants to thank all those involved for their hard work
on our behalf, including the support of our local State Member, Stephen
Bromhead, Tennis NSW, Crown Lands-NSW Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment, Midcoast Council and C2Hills Consultancy, and
the tiresome work done by our hard working Board.
Letters of support were provided by Stephen Bromhead MP, the Mayor of
MidCoast Council, Cr David West, Lions Club of Hallidays Point, Black
Head Bazaar, Hallidays Shores and the Hallidays Point Public School. We
also would like to take this opportunity to thank the 541 people who have
signed our community support documents at the Black Head Bazaar since
September 2019.

April 1, 2020
Member for Myall Lakes Stephen Bromhead MP announced $99,787 from the
NSW Government’s Stronger Country Communities Fund for the upgrade of
the Tennis Courts at Black Head.
Blackhead Tennis Club Inc has secured the NSW Government funding for an
upgrade of their courts.
Mr Bromhead said “This project undertakes urgent upgrade requirements
to the facilities at the Blackhead Tennis Club. The first stage includes
improvements to facilities including the supply and installation of two
synthetic grass court sub-surface inclusive of remedial surface work to
rectify water ponding with resulting mould growth. The project is inclusive
of baseline and pile height remedy in compliance to Tennis Australia
recommended minimum requirements. Net posts will be removed and resleeved. This project includes the disposal of the old synthetic grass and sand
and re-setting of the net posts.’ Mr. Bromhead said.

Secondly, Some Bad News;
Covid-19

Due to the multitude of advice from both Federal,
State & Local Governments plus advice from Tennis
NSW, that all social tennis, and Pickleball, should
cease immediately to reduce the risk of the spread
of Covid-19, we advise that our courts are currently
closed
This is a challenging time for everyone, so please stay home and stay safe.
John Mead, and the Board of Blackhead Tennis Club.
Email: blackheadtennisclub2430@gmail.com
Website: www.blackheadtennisclub.com.au
Facebook: Blackhead Tennis Club Inc

Tallwoods Golf Club
Golf Course and Restaurant
are Still Open

Such turbulent times have been experienced at Tallwoods since the last
column was written. (Indeed “our world” and the rest of the world are also in
turmoil.) This “news” is certain to be out of date by the time May HP NoOW
goes to print.
At this point of time golf in NSW is surviving as an approved activity for
exercise and mental health during the pandemic, so long as strict social
distancing and other rules apply.
All golf clubs in NSW were ordered to close at midnight on the 30th of March
but this decision was cautiously reversed on the 1st of April.
After checking that it wasn’t an April Fools’ Day joke (it wasn’t) Tallwoods

May 2020
Country Club reopened and Tallwoods Golf Club has started to run
competitions again with modifications to ensure the health and safety of all.
The Lower North Pennant season was cancelled before it could be completed,
however.
The rule changes at Tallwoods include:1. One person at a time in the pro shop.
2. Golf flagsticks are not to be touched. (Pool
noodle foam has been placed around the bottom
of the flagstick so the ball can be easily removed.
(See photo.)
3. Bunker rakes have been removed and all taps, bubblers and ball washers
have been bagged up.
4. Golf in groups of no more than two.
5. Single carts for all, including spouses.
6. All scheduled events involving 3 or more players have been cancelled.
7. Golfers mark their own score card only, obtain “verbal certification” that
it is correct, then place the completed card in the in the box outside the
pro shop for processing.
8. All surfaces and public carts are rigorously sanitised.
9. Players are not allowed to gather in groups before or after playing golf.
Some people have decided to wait it out before playing again but the field sizes
haven’t significantly suffered since locals aren’t going anywhere for the time
being like they usually are.
In the meantime six cabins are nearing completion in Grangewood Avenue
to accommodate golf tour groups and provide much needed income for
Tallwoods Country Club when it is safe for golfers to travel again.
The other good news is that the Kranky Goat Restaurant (6593 3256) is still
opening for quality take-away meals 8 am to 2 pm daily and in the evenings
from 5pm to 8pm (last orders 7.30pm) Thurs/Fri/Sat/Sun.
This has made Easter in solitude much more bearable for some and is a great
opportunity for any locals to safely alleviate the deprivation of gourmet
restaurant food during the shutdown.
We are very lucky at this present point of time to still
have golf and food even if we have to enjoy them
individually or in pairs from a distance.
Some other good news is that the animals and bird life
are reappearing since the drought and fires suddenly
ended. The most colourful of these is the king parrot.
Jeff Cutler, Club Captain

Tank’s Corner

Hi to all my “furever” friends and their humans. It seems
the tide has turned and now we pets are anxious about the
welfare of our human companions with regard to the “Al
Capone “ virus which is causing a lot of illness, deaths and unhappiness. We
must be diligent about cleanliness, avoid large gatherings and being more
attentive to physical closeness between humans. The good news is that there
is no direct transmission to dogs and cats (Ferrets may be an exception). The
real danger is droplet transmission and contact with those droplets. If your
human coughs or sneezes close to you, then your human needs to wipe you
down, so that another human giving you close attention does not pick it up
from your coat. This does not make you a carrier of the virus, but simply an
intermediate surface that needs to be cleaned.
Diamond Beach Veterinary Clinic will still be operating normally, but we ask
you to make sure your humans wash and dry their paws(oops – hands) when
entering our clinic. It is also necessary for you to bring along only 1(one)
human.
Make sure you keep up your Flea and Tick preparations during the cooler
months as this when we see a number of tick cases because some humans
mistakenly believe that Ticks are not around in cooler weather. A few warm
days and that theory is irrelevant.
We will send out our usual vaccination reminders, but unless you need to
go into a kennel or cattery, it can be delayed. It would be better if older pets
continued their yearly checks as it is often at these checks that we find dental,
heart and skin problems (including ears), which can be treated before trouble
starts. Wishing everyone ( and that does include cats!) a healthy Autumn.
Lots of licks - TANK
Diamond Beach Veterinary Clinic - Ph: 6559 2277
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Knight Time
THE TAXI

The Taxi by Tony Knight

My home for sixty five years is a cottage
set on about an acre in a country road.
It is about a mile from a small village
which has its own store, a post office
and pub.
As a widower for almost eleven years, I live a fairly
lonely but busy life keeping my smallholding going.
Professionally I am a retired physicist and author. My
evenings when the day’s work is complete, are filled by my
continuing enthusiasm for quantum theory, physics and
cosmology. I have a full library collected over the years on
these subjects. My books including my own are mostly by
experts in their fields.
But I now have a problem arising out of an extraordinary
event. Will I get anyone to believe the story I have to tell? I
alone know the truth of what I am now to tell.
No matter how I prepare you for it, I am sure that whilst
you may listen carefully and may even give me the benefit
of the doubt, you will nevertheless I expect, find yourself
thinking doubtfully of me.
Even so, I must tell of the event:
On that Monday night I slept soundly. I woke early to the
dawn chorus which on reflection seemed a few decibels
higher than usual. The morning was calm and dry, the sky
was clearing and the moon in its last quarter was setting
in the west.
I intended to get stuck into some vegetable gardening after
breakfast, so I showered, put on my gardening clothes, had
a light breakfast and got ready for work.
It was half past seven when I went into the garden. I heard
the sound of an approaching car. When it came into view,
I was surprised to see that it was a London black cab. It
slowed down and stopped at my front gate. I went to see
what the driver wanted. He seemed to have a slight speech
impediment, but I understood him to say that there was
a body on the side of the road about five hundred yards
back.
He asked me if I would come back with him to render
assistance. Of course I agreed and climbed into the cab
which he turned around and we set off.
From this point in my story I crave your understanding
that I am truly a truthful man telling everything as it was.
As soon as I took a seat in the back, the windows of the
cab blacked out hiding the outside from my view. A strong
blue-white light filled the cab interior. The partition
disappeared, there was no driver and I felt no motion. I
can only describe my surroundings as being like the inside
of a giant juke box with twice the number of flickering
coloured lights.
I wasn’t frightened because although I felt excited, I was
calmed by the exquisitely flavoured air I found myself
breathing. I felt strangely reassured of my safety and got
up and walked around the large room which had no doors
or windows as far as I could make out and had no evidence
of any technology other than the lighting.
I had no concept at all of the passage of time which gave
me a wonderful feeling which is best described as being in
an infinite ‘now.’
A presence appeared before me. It was a streamlined being
of such physical beauty as I will never expect to see again.
Two limbs, apparently hands, were held out, clearly inviting
me to take them in my own which I did. Immediately I
was aware that we were on a journey and instantly knew
that my mind was filled with the content of every one
of my books on subjects such as the speed of light, anti-

matter, teleportation, the first and last three minutes of the
universe, parallel universes, uncertainty, inter dimensional
travel and about fifty others of high technical content. The
alien, for surely it was, indicated that I should return to my
seat which I did, and the interior returned to normal.
Now I could see that the cab had stopped at my garden
gate but although it appeared to be, I knew that it was not
my cottage but a perfect replica of it set in an unknown
land. I went inside and was met by a trio of beings of
exactly the same delightful appearance as the one in the
cab. I said politely that I would like to know what was
happening. They didn’t actually talk, yet I knew what they
were saying. It was a strange sensation.
They made me aware that they were part of a team of
cosmic archaeologists. I learned that their technology
although superior by several billion years to anything on
earth, left them in the same difficult situation as our own
archaeologists who work to seek, find and interpret, long
extinct ancient writings and scripts.
They were I realised, seeking the inter stellar equivalent of
the Rosetta stone to enable them to understand our levels
of scientific knowledge which to them is primordial and
lost in the mist of time heir time. They had come back
this far in time to pursue an ongoing quest and I had been
singled out to solve their problem which I did gladly. I felt
really privileged to see their great joy at the success of their
mission and to enjoy the gratitude offered to me with their
generous apology for their hijack.
In return I asked them how they managed to travel the
distance they had and how long had it taken them. I
explained my questions by relating it to our own space
exploration whereby even to reach the outer solar system
takes us many years in unmanned capsules. I learned that
they travelled by highly developed teleportation based
upon their advanced quantum capability to vary the speed
of light and link it to molecular entanglement by up to
many million times the limit in our Milky Way which they
easily override. The replica of my cottage would they said
remain there on their return home, to be exhibited in their
leading museum.
I was then taken out again to the cab which behaved
as it did at the beginning of my adventure, and I was
transported back to Earth and deposited at my front gate.
I was handed a small gift wrapped in a most unusual
marbled covering.
I heard the cab departing along the road for no more than
three seconds then silence. I went indoors and noted the
time. It was still morning and half past seven exactly.

TELL YOUR
FRIENDS AROUND
THE WORLD
View the Hallidays Point News
of Our World on line at:

hallidayspointnews.org

CATHY BROWN

Remedial Massage
Therapist
Do you suffer from any of the following?
• Headaches • Shoulder & neck pain
• Stress & tension • Muscle injuries
• Planter Fasciitis • Sciatica • Back pain

If so, then you will benefit from
Remedial Massage leading to:
• Reduced pain
• Decreased muscle tension
• Increased flexibility
1 hour massage $65
Oncology massage $55
Wed & Thur 9am - 5pm / Sat 9am - 1pm
Health fund rebates available
Appointments Ph: 0415 061 958
Tallwoods

Scooter
Electrical

& Property Maintenance

David Castle

Electrical Contractor License: 206137C

• Commercial
• Industrial
• Residential

ABN: 71060241783

PH:

0420 390 662

scooterelec77@outlook.com

PO Box 5171 Hallidays Point 2430

Lee Thomas
Electrical

After a Reliable Electrician?
Lee Thomas is your local,
reliable electrician serving
the Mid North Coast.
We are happy to visit your
home or business to provide
a free quote on any
electrical requirement.
Call Lee on

0436 280 093

Search Leethomaselectrical
or email:

leethomaselectrical@outlook.com
Lic No: 304250C

ABN: 31 278 206 021
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HALLIDAYS POINT
COMMUNITY CHURCH

Contact Helen Bush: 0419 734 934
Services each Sunday at 9.00am
4th Sunday of each month - prayer and worship 5.00 pm
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
KIDZ CLUB: Every second Friday. Look for the sign out the front.
School kids Yrs 3-6 3.30 pm - $4. Fun and activities with tea provided
MEN’S FELLOWSHIP: Friday 8.15 am. Prayer group for men.
CRAFT: Every second Wednesday 9.30-12’ish
Meet with other crafty people. Share ideas. BYO Craft - $3. Incl Morning Tea
OVER 55’S LUNCH 12-3pm
Anyone over 55 is welcome. 2 Course meal and afternoon tea.
Bingo. Pick up available if necessary. $8. Book if you are able on number above.

HALLIDAYS POINT LANDCARE GROUP
Volunteers are always welcome to help
maintain our local environment.
Working bees at Black Head Mondays and Tuesdays
from 8.am until 11 am. - Contact Alan 0413 482 505
Seascape/Diamond Beach working bees
Fridays from 9.am to11am - Contact Tim 6559 2827

Hallidays Point Community Liaison & Progress Association

‘CLAPA’
Contact me for a Membership Application form to be part of our team
to review the Community Strategic Plan and gain improved facilities
for our area. Email is best – lynjohn4@bigpond.com
John Griffiths, Secretary

Hallidays Point Combined
Probus Club

Meets at the Black Head Surf Club on the
first Tuesday of each month (except January)
at 9.30 for 10.00am start.
New members and visitors are welcome to
join in fun and friendship.
Enquiries: Ian Campbell - 0417 928 791
e: cutloose08@hotmail.com
or: Norm Maberly-Smith - 0490 858 581
e: amaberlysmith@active8.net.au

TENNIS
You are invited to join
Black Head Tennis Club
Hallidays Point Play Group

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
3 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS
FOR ONLY $60 TOTAL!

1ST IN, BEST DRESSED PHONE JOHN: 6559 2120

Hallidays Point Community Church, Diamond Beach Rd
Tuesdays 9.30am to 11.30am
Playgroup is a place for you and your children aged 0-6.
Playgroups offer a safe, relaxed environment where you
can find friendship and support. Children are
offered a variety of social, play and sensory experiences
that encourage learning and development.
You are welcome to experience two Playgroup sessions
before joining Playgroup NSW
Membership to Playgroup NSW covers your entire family.
Find us on Facebook - Search Hallidays Point Playgroup.

Hallidays Point Men’s Shed

Invites Blokes to do a bit of woodwork,
and chat with other like minded blokes
each Wednesday from 9am in the shed behind the
Community Church
on Diamond Beach Road. BYO lunch. Cost $2.
Contact Jack McDonald on 6554 3368, or 0411 481 892,
email jack.mcdonald@hallidayspointlions.org.au
or just drop in to check us out.
Taree Bridge Club

We welcome experienced and beginner players.
Learn to play classes are available. Closest to Hallidays Point area.
For information: 0490 366 531
or tareebridgeclub@gmail.com.

in Wylie Breckenridge Park behind the Shopping Centre
Club Membership Categories:
Adult $40 - Family $100 - Junior $20 - Associates $15
Social Groups play weekdays and Saturday afternoons from 1.30 pm
Enquiries: Rhonda 0412 828 593 or John: 0417 007 456
Court Hire 7 Days - AM / PM through “Point Bakery”

OPEN MIC NIGHT @ Black Head SLSC
Third Friday of the month 5 - 9pm
Bar open & sign up from 4pm
Instruments provided. All welcome
More info contact Tim 0438 203 797

LIONS CLUB OF
HALLIDAYS POINT

Lions are an active part of this community and
have been responsible for providing many
facilities in our area. They are people just like YOU!
Lions meet on the 2nd & 4th Thursday of each month:
2nd Thursday 5.30pm at the Senior Citizens Centre
Business Meeting, Members Only
with informal dinner afterwards (optional).
The 4th Thursday is a Dinner Meeting
6.30pm when Partners and Guests are welcome.
Venue is usually at the Black Head SLSC but can sometimes be changed.
Please check with the Secretary.
New members are always welcome, men and women,
so, why not come along and check us out.
Enquiries: Secretary: Ray Piper on 0438 396 049
Membership: Gerard Cross 0419 274 607
E: ray.piper@hallidayspointlions.org.au
www.hallidayspoint.nsw.lions.org.au

